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THE TALE OF STEVEN
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Steven...
Everyone believes in
[YELLOW AND BLUE DIAMOND]
Everyone believes in
[ALL]
Steven
[WHITE DIAMOND]
All across the universe
[YELLOW DIAMOND]
Ever compassionate
[BLUE DIAMOND]
Can you imagine it?
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Even with us at our worse
[BLUE DIAMOND]
[YELLOW DIAMOND]
Human son of a Rose
[ALL]
He's a revolution
A Gem that loves and grows
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Steven
Have you heard the tale of
[YELLOW AND BLUE DIAMOND]
Have you heard the tale of
[ALL]
Steven
Always putting others first
Can you imagine it?
Ever compassionate
Steven Universe
[END SONG]
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Once upon a time, the gem Homeworld was ruled by Diamonds; White, Yellow,
Blue, and the littlest Diamond, Pink.
While the other Diamonds conquered many worlds across the galaxy, Pink had
only one: the planet Earth. One day, Pink fled the comforts of Homeworld.
On Earth, she made a new home, new friends, and finally, new life, giving
up her form to bequeath her gem to her half human son.
Without Pink, gemkind entered an era of despair, but when Steven Universe
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learnt of his heritage, he reunited with his fellow Diamonds, and
championed a new era of peace and freedom across the furthest reaches of
space!
And now, dear gems everywhere, I am pleased to announce that Steven is
finally ready to take his rightful place on Pink Diamond's throne!
[STEVEN UNIVERSE]
How's it goin', everybody?
I know you all might be thinking of me as the new Pink Diamond, but you
don't have to put me on a throne! I already have a rightful place, and it's
on Earth!
[BLUE DIAMOND]
Huh?
[WHITE DIAMOND]
What?
[STEVEN]
It's a beach house, where I live with my friends, Garnet, Amethyst and
Pearl.
As much as I've loved dismantling the empire (?) and saving all your
planets, I can't wait to get home and spend some quality time with my
friends.
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Cut the feed!
[YELLOW PEARL]
Your time is up anyway!
[BLUE PEARL]
Snicker
[STEVEN]
I think that went well!
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Steven, please!
[YELLOW DIAMOND]
You can't go!
[BLUE DIAMOND]
You must stay!
[WHITE DIAMOND]
You're all we have left of Pink!
Steven, you belong here, with us!
[STEVEN]
Uh, thanks, but chuckle no thanks!
LET US ADORE YOU
[WHITE, BLUE AND YELLOW DIAMOND]
Come live with us in the Palace!
There's a room waiting for you!
[YELLOW DIAMOND]
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Come on...
[BLUE DIAMOND]
Come on...
[WHITE DIAMOND]
Come on...
[ALL DIAMONDS]
[STEVEN, SPOKEN]
You guys have really gotten better at showing affection,
but I've got my own life to get back to. Don't forget, I'm not Pink
Diamond!
[ALL DIAMONDS]
Yes we know that you're not her, but you were her!
[STEVEN]
Awkward chuckle
[ALL DIAMONDS]
You know what it meant to love her!
And you remind us so much of her!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Thanks, but I really gotta go.
[ALL DIAMONDS]
But Steven!
[YELLOW, spoken]
I've disbanded my armies, I've liberated my colonies!
[BLUE, spoken]
I never shatter, I never make anyone cry!
[WHITE, spoken]
I've been saying 'please' and 'thank you' even to lower lifeforms!
[STEVEN, spoken]
What did we talk about?
[WHITE, spoken]
Ugh, equal life forms!
Steven, we've done everything you've asked!
[STEVEN, spoken]
That's great! Good job! Keep it up!
Bye!
[END SONG]
-Warps to Earth - Steven's House[CONNIE MAHESWAREN]
Steven! What took so long?
[STEVEN]
The Diamonds. They REALLY want me to move in.
[CONNIE]
Why?
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[STEVEN]
Because they wanna smother me with attention 24/7!
[CONNIE]
Heheh, sounds 'fun'!
[STEVEN]
No, it doesn't!
[CONNIE]
Well, I'm glad I got to see you before heading out.
[STEVEN]
You're really going through with it?
[CONNIE]
Of course! I've always wanted to go to space camp!
[STEVEN]
But you've literally been to space multiple times! And you've done way
cooler stuff than just camp there!
[CONNIE]
My parents are doing what they can to support my interests. It's sweet!
Plus, I get all the freeze-dried ice cream I can eat!
[STEVEN]
But Sadie Killer and the Suspects are playing tonight! Isn't a rock show a
little better than space camp?
[CONNIE]
It's maybe... equal to space camp!
[STEVEN]
Laughs
[CONNIE'S PHONE BUZZES]
[CONNIE]
That's my mom. I should get going.
[BOTH]
(as they hug) Mmmmm!
[CONNIE]
(pecks Steven on the cheek) Mwah!
...Okay! Bye!
[STEVEN GRINS, CLUTCHING HIS CHEEK]
Earth - Steven's balcony [STEVEN]
Tell everyone at space camp that space used to be super scary and dangerous
but it's great now!
[CONNIE]
I will!
[STEVEN]
Gleefully sighs
HAPPILY EVER AFTER
[STEVEN]
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Here we are in the future!
Here we are in the future and it's bright! Nothing to fear,
No one to fight!
I can't believe we've come so far!
Happily ever after here we are!
Once upon a time I thought I'd always be my mother's shadow
Answering for her crimes I thought I'd always be in an endless battle.
'Till I began to hone
A power all my own!
That I could feel growing stronger every day
And now I've saved the world
Not just that- the whole galaxy saved
We did it!
Here we are in the future!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Hey Pearl, hey Dad!
[GREG, spoken]
Hey Schtu-ball!
[PEARL, spoken]
Steven! I'm learning to play the bass!
[GREG, spoken]
I keep telling her, it's "bass (pronounced base)"!
[PEARL, spoken]
Excuse me, B-A-S-S spells "Bass"!
[GREG, spoken]
You're the boss!
[PEARL, spoken]
Heck yes I am!
Once upon a time
I thought I'd always be in Pink Diamond's service.
'Till the day the two of us snuck down to be on this planet's surface.
We became our fantasy!
And I was sure she'd set me free!
But in the end I guess I
Never left her side
And after love and loss and all the tears that I cried
I found that
[STEVEN and PEARL]
Here we are in the future!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Hey, buddy
I'm heading into town
[GREG, spoken]
See you at the concert tonight?
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[STEVEN, spoken]
Wouldn't miss it for the world!
Steven continues song by humming the melody
[STEVEN]
-Here we are!
[GARNET, spoken]
I saved you a seat!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Thanks, Garnet!
Hey guys, what'd I miss?
[GARNET, spoken]
You're just in time for my favourite part of the story.
Once upon a time a Sapphire
came to Earth with her Ruby soldier.
Sapphire's deadly fate was set until the Ruby rushed in to hold her.
Suddenly they were fusing...
Beautiful, strange, confusing!
And there I was!
A bundle of questions, so naive.
And if you told me this I never would've believed you then but[STEVEN and GARNET]
Here we are in the future!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Let me just save this.
Hey, any idea what Amethyst is up to?
[GARNET, spoken]
I have every idea what everyone is up to!
You'll find her if you head to Little Homeworld.
Take the warp!
[AMETHYST, spoken]
Woah! Careful dude!
[AMETHYST and STEVEN]
Pew pew!
One, two, three, hah!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Thanks, Amethyst!
[BISMUTH, spoken]
Steven! You're just in time!
We're about to install the new warp!
[PERIDOT, spoken]
Which means Little Homeworld is
83.7 percent complete!
[LAPIS, spoken]
Only 83.7 percent? We'd better get crackin'!
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[BISMUTH, spoken]
I'm on it!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Wow, Little Homeworld's growing fast!
[AMETHYST, spoken]
So are you!
*Mimicking Steven* Look at me, I'm a young adult!
I love that all these Gems wanna make their new home on Earth!
Wish I'd had this when I first emerged...
(sung)
Once upon a time, I burst to life inside of the Kindergarten.
A product of a war that I had no idea I had a part in.
I came out late and alone...
Knew nothing but my home.
But I know now I know exactly Who I'm s'posed to be!
And it's a part of this family!
[AMETHYST, spoken]
So, whaddya think?
[STEVEN]
If I could just stop right here and be
Finally done
Finally us
Finally we are in the future!
[STEVEN, GARNET, AMETHYST and PEARL]
Here we are in the future
And it's bright!
Nothing to fear,
No one to fight!
I can't believe we've come so far
[STEVEN]
Happily ever after
[GARNET, AMETHYST and PEARL]
Happily ever after
[STEVEN]
Happily ever after
[STEVEN, GARNET, AMETHYST and PEARL]
Here we are!
[END SONG]
Earth - Beach City - Lighthouse
Steven picks a flower, and heals it.
[STEVEN]
Mwah!
...I want everything to stay exactly like this, and never change.
[PEARL]
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Agreed.
[AMETHYST]
Here, here!
[STEVEN]
How's the future look, Garnet? Chuckle Do we all stay like this forever?
[GARNET]
No!
Steven grunts, as the wind begins to blow.
[???/SPINEL]
Hey! Are you Steven Universe?!
[STEVEN]
Um... yes?
[SPINEL]
Perfect!
Spinel 'draws' an intimidating looking horn, causing the injector to enter
the ground.
[GARNET]
Move!
[AMETHYST]
Hey! Nice park job, dingus!
OTHER FRIENDS:
[SPINEL, spoken]
Well-well-well-well-well! Lemme get a look at the menagerie!
You must be Amethyst! You must be Garnet! And Pink Diamond's Pearl... well,
she took you with her! Isn't that just... SWELL!
[PEARL, spoken]
It can't be!
[SPINEL, spoken]
Hahaha! Oh, but it can be! And it is! I gotta new style, and a few new
toys, that'll put an end to your 'Happily ever after' once and for all!
[STEVEN, spoken]
Wow, wow, wow! This has got to be a misunderstanding! In case you haven't
heard, I've established[SPINEL, spoken]
Yeah, yeah, yeah, I've heard. I've had your little message to the universe
on loop!
The gems gasp as Spinel kicks Steven, and they draw their weapons.
I just looooooove that part! When Pink Diamond.. spends the rest of her
days.. on this NOWHERE planet, with a bunch... of... nobodies...!
(Sung)
That's right I heard the story over and over again!
Gee, it's swell to finally meet her other friends!
That's right I heard the story, don't really like how it ends!
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Gee, it's swell to finally meet her other friends!
What did she say about me? What did she say?
What did you do without me? What did you do?
Did you play games without me? What did you play?
Did you think all this time that I wouldn't find out about you?
That's right I heard the story over and over again!
Gee, it's swell to finally meet her other friends!
[GARNET, spoken]
She's running circles around us!
[AMETHYST, spoken]
I'm rusty, give me a break!
[PEARL, spoken]
It really is her! But she can't be serious!
[STEVEN, spoken]
You know her, Pearl? Can you tell us who she is?
[SPINEL]
Who am I?!
WHO AM I?!
What are you even saying?!
I'm the loser of the game you didn't know you were playing!
Let's play another game!
This time I get to win!
Lives on the line!
Winner takes all!
Ready or not, let's begin!
Oh, that's right I heard the story over and over again!
Gee, it's swell to finally beat her other friends!
Oh, that's right I heard the story, don't really like how it ends!
Gee, it's swell to finally beat her
Other...
Other...
Other...
Friends!
END SONG:
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